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MY PAL with Autism may be the exceptional result of parent Beverly Bishop’s determination to educate
her boy’s classmates about autism, thus helping her child fit in at college.This book’s vivid illustrations and
charming storyline will foster tolerance and understanding among peers, while the printable coloring pages
will enlighten and engage learners! The FREE companion CD contains a printable coloring page for every
page of the book, like the page-by-web page notes for adults, and additional features such as: 18 Signs and
Symptoms of an Autism Spectrum Disorder, 10 Quick Strategies for Helping a kid with Autism,
Recommended Reading, And more! Within an informative, positive tone, he addresses problems such as for
example: Sensory Sensitivity Communication Variations Unique Ways of Playing Insistence on Regimen At
the end of the publication are page-by-web page notes for adults, which health supplement the text with
details and explanations to further educate teachers and classmates’ parents. A peer narrator clarifies
that his friend with autism is certainly good at some things rather than so good at others?just like
everyone else!
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GREAT BOOK- WILL BE GIVING A COPY TO MY SON'S CLASSES EVERY YEAR My son simply turned 6
yrs . old, and after 3 years in Particular Education (preschool and TK) we made a decision to place him in a
General Education class with a one-on-one aide. Two months into the school year, as is tradition in his class,
the teacher suggested we donate a publication to the classroom honoring his birthday. NO! LOVE this
book!Your day after receiving the book, my son's aide who has been with him going back year stopped me at
pick up and thanked me profusely for the book we'd chosen. Lately my cousin and his 13 year old son came
to stick with us. He also teared up a little and stated that the book so closely described my son, and it
touched his heart to watch it being read to the class. I hope this will help them understand what autism is
definitely and that autistic kids grow up to become autistic adults. She had go through it to the class a
few times as their weekly theme was "friends".. Great information simply presented. She said she saw such
a switch in the students after reading and talking about the book. Five Stars Love this publication! I truly
think that the college students in his class simply did not realize why our boy was "different", and the
teacher had not been precisely sure how to overcome the subject with her students. So perfect I bought
two This is exactly the kind of book I wanted to contribute to our local library along with my son's class in
celebration of world autism awareness day (April 2nd). This publication did an excellent work in explaining in
a clear and easy to understand way why he does some of the points he will, and what they can do to help
him.I recommend this book for just about any families of children with Autism, especially those who find
themselves entering a General Education class. We will be ordering a copy of this book each year for our
son's long term teachers and requesting it end up being read to his class at the start of the 12 months.
Based upon the amount of the reserve, I imagine this would be appropriate through 2nd or 3rd grade.
Good! Appropriate for babies and toddlers We are family friends with two families who've a child with
autism. Because we see them frequently, I needed a way to explain to my 3 year aged why her close
friends sometime behave in a different way than she does and do not play with her like her additional
friends do. I found this book helpful. Of course this is not an enormous deal and I just added the new
statistics in which honestly provides reference now to the way the numbers have changed and adds more
info to the book in any case lol. I feel it is completely befitting kids as young as 3. Each web page has a
characteristic behavior of autism, highlights the strength and reason of this behavior with a confident spin.
Then provides reader helpful suggestions on how to connect to and play with the various other child. It is
very simply written with clear to see and follow explanations. My favorite children's book on autism This is
the best book I've seen for explaining autism to children in a non-offensive way. They don't quite
understand his smooth voice and shyness. I wanted to make sure that Logan my cousins son understood
Shane my 13 year old child. The trunk of the book comes with an appendix for adults to help them in
understanding and explaining autism with their kids. The funny thing is normally that It also helped me
aswell. I have given this book to parents with kids as early as 4 and told them to use their judgement
concerning whether their children are old plenty of to comprehend (most 4 year olds don't observe that
autistic kids are different, but some do, and those are the ones I've given the book to). But I'd say it's
probably best for kids 7 or more. With knowledge ignorance and intolarance can be defeated This is a great
book to help bring understanding to kids who are not on the spectral range of kids who are and just why
they do what they do. I just gave my son's 2nd grade teacher a copy so she could share it with her class.
I found it to be i'm all over this and very clear to see. The only thing that was "incorrect" per say was the
statistics on what many kids were estimated to end up being suffering from autism which at that time
the reserve was published was correct but since has transformed. I've read other reviews which have said
the publication is for older kids- I strongly disagree. I highly recommend this book to teachers who want
to promote understanding of distinctions and acceptance in their class. The learners didn't understand, and
they really just needed you to definitely explain that our son has differences but he's also like them. This
publication, though just a little outdated in their information in the trunk, explains in the most positive and

encouraging manner how children on the spectrum watch the globe. This is not a zebra reserve where the
zebra is remaining ALONE BY HIS TEACHER AND PEERS FOUND BY FIREMEN. My husband and I decided
to look for a book explaining Autism to children. This book tells you how a child with autism may have such
great hearing that they listen to stuff others can't and sometimes it gets too noisy for them even though
it's not loud to you. This is simply not a reserve of a child explaining how he accepts his friend's "weird"
behaviors. NO! This publication tells how amazing our kids on the spectrum really are. We gave it to your
daughters teacher to introduce autism to them because she will maintain their kindergarten class this year.
we live far away from family thus Its been easy to avoid the topic its been very difficult for me to explain
to our family that our child offers Autism. we live a long way away from family members so Its been easy
to avoid the subject. He said the youngsters in the class listened therefore intently, and were requesting
many questions about it. I actually purchased this for my granddaughters. Each page basically gives a
common autism trait and clarifies, very basically, ways to accommodate your new friend, and in addition why
that trait may be considered a strength. Wonderful book. I've given this publication out to parents of kids
who play with my child and I tag the pages concerning which ones are traits my girl has.they are
attempting to engage our son a lot more, they are trying to add him within their activities such as for
example asking him to run with them during hundred mile club, and after pick up I often hear children
shouting out goodbye to him as we leave. I go through it to my son's kindergarten course and they
responded perfectly! When this reserve arrived, I examine it and was thrilled at how closely it described my
child and his behaviors (my son wears headphones sometimes during class, he will not know how to build
relationships his peers, he grinds his teeth on his wrists and knees when thrilled/anxious, etc). Excellent
book with a ton of information for adults too. My child enjoys this publication and we will read it all year
round to celebrate the amazing and wonderful person he is. THEREFORE I bought this for him and mailed
it to him. therefore i was kinda pressured to tell them about any of it. Their uncle, my child , is autistic. (I
say non-offensive because I've come across at least one book that makes it appear to be autistic kids are
defective and you just have to put up with it). The instructor also informed us she have been asking
around since school started if there is a book explaining Autism, and she was so happy when we sent in the
book. There is wonderful focus and information regarding autistic children, but hardly any about autistic
adults. Five Stars Great book to help kids know very well what Autism is. Worth your time.. Also extended,
extensive support data for adults.
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